Abstract-The goal of NER is to detect named entities in an open document. Many techniques are used to solve the NER problem. Most Malay Named Entity Recognition uses rule based and gazette to tag the names for each entity. In this paper, we tested online news articles using Stanford NER and Illinois NER to measure the capability of these NER tools to detect Malay Named Entities. The results are computed using the CoNLL evaluation metric. Stanford NER tends to produce higher results on F1 and Precision compared to Illinois NER. In the future, more NER systems will be evaluated to measure the compatibility of the tools to recognize Malay Named Entities.
rule-based systems. When training examples were unavailable, a rule based system was preferred [8] . Many researches have been done to recognize named entities in other languages, including English [9] , Arabic [10] , Chinese [11] , and Indian [12] . These languages use different techniques to tackle issues regarding NER. However, these languages (including Malay) have their own morphologies. Alfred, R et al., 2014 [13] used a rule based approach to develop Malay Named Entity Recognition. Several dictionaries were used to handle the named entities, like person, location and organization. A reasonable output depends on correct rules being used; and most crucially, all dictionaries must be up to date to achieve correct results. Some NERs use Gazettes to keep data about people's names, places, organizations, and many other forms of information regarding proper nouns. In this article, we conducted an experiment to measure the relevance of Illinois and Stanford NERs in Malay documents.
This article is divided into six sections. Section II presents an overview of related studies. Section III describes the Illinois and Stanford NERs. Section IV clarifies the test collection. Section V presents the experiments and results. Finally, Section VI presents our conclusions and possible directions for future research. Nothman, J et al., 2013 [3] proposed a Learning Multilingual NER, by exploiting the text and structure of Wikipedia articles. Each Wikipedia article was classified into a Named Entity (NE) type and approximately 7,200 articles were labelled manually. A heuristic approach was used and the results showed an accuracy of approximately 95% [3] .
II. RELATED STUDIES

A. NER for English and German Languages
Nadeu, D, 2007 [14] developed a Named Entity Recognition (NER) system to classify rigid designators, such as proper names, biological species, and temporal expressions in text. This NER system was built using a semi-supervised system to recognize four NE types. It was expanded, by improving its key technologies, and applied to 100 NE types. The results showed that limited supervision was required to build a complete NER system [14] . 
B. NER for Arabic Language
Naji F. Mohammed, 2012 [15] designed an NER system based on a neural network approach to recognize named entities of Arabic texts. The use of a machine learning approach to classify NER from Arabic text, based on a neural network technique, was proposed. A neural network was used to automatically learn to detect component patterns and make intelligent decisions based on available data. This could also be used to classify new information within large databases. The accuracy of the system was 92%. The results showed that the neural network approach achieved better results than a decision tree [15] .
C. NER for Malay Language
Rayner et al., 2014 [13] proposed a rule-based Named Entity Recognition algorithm for Malay articles. The proposed Malay NER was designed based on Malay part-of-speech (POS) tagging feature and contextual features that were implemented to handle Malay articles. In order to handle three entity types, a number of manually accessed dictionaries were created to handle person, location and organization entities. The F-Measure result's value was 89.47%. Having more complete dictionaries and correct rules would improve the proposed Malay NER algorithm [13] .
Yunita et al., 2010 [16] developed a rule-based pattern extractor and a semi-supervised NER approach to automatically extract patterns from limited corpus. Stanford's part-of speech tagger and grammar parser were used to identify named entities and construct an extraction pattern. The semi-supervised NER used that pattern to classify entities. The experimental results showed that the NER system reached approximately 50 to 70% on F-measure; even if only two features were used [16] .
III. ILLINOIS NER AND STANFORD NER
Illinois [17] , [18] and Stanford [19] , [20] used a machine learning approach to develop their own NERs. We conducted two experiments using these NERs and compared the results. Both tools recognized four types of entity, which were <Person>, <Organization>, <Location> and <Misc>.
A. Illinois NER Demo
The Illinois demo [17] , [18] used normalized averaged perceptron, which it was assumed could increase the text chunking result. Ratinov et al., [17] derived four fundamental design decisions, such as text chunk representation, inference algorithm, using non-local features and external knowledge. [17] tended to achieve 90.8 F1 score on the CoNLL-2003, also known as the best reported result for the dataset.
B. Stanford NER
The Stanford NER [19] - [20] is an open source tool that was developed in Java and came with feature extractors to detect named entities. The Stanford NER was trained using CoNLL 2003 English training data. The tool provided a general implementation of CRF sequence models, known as a CRF Classifier. Vidmar, [22] proved that, to effectively execute long distance constraints, it can be combined with an existing sequence model in a factored architecture. The technique used in [22] 
IV. DATA SET
The data set was taken from online newspapers [23] , [24] and divided into 12 documents. Table I shows the details of  the data set and Table II shows the number of named entities in the documents. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Due to limitations in accessing a Malay tagged corpus, we used online newspaper reports which were selected randomly from [23] and [24] as our testing data. These documents consist different types of categories such as news, business, education and articles. This experiment was conducted to see whether the English NER can be used to tag Malay Named Entity. In order to archive this goal, we tested the data using Stanford [20] and Illinois NERs [18] . From the result, the entity was accepted as true if the system rightly marked <TYPE> and <TEXT>. The results were identified as four different groups and compared with human annotated data. The groups can be classified as:  True positive -where the system tags as correct <TYPE> and <TEXT> and also marked by an expert.  True negative -where the system did not tag any word as <TYPE> or <TEXT> and was not marked by an expert.  False positive -where the system tags <TYPE> and <TEXT> but not marked by an expert.  False negative -where the system did not tag <TYPE> and <TEXT> and was not marked by an expert.
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Fig . 2 shows the output from [20] , Fig. 3 shows the output from [18] and Fig. 4 shows the human annotated data for Doc 1. The output from [20] and [18] were analysed and Table III shows examples of correctly and incorrectly tagged data. The results were computed using precision, recall and F 1 formula to see the effectiveness of Stanford NER [20] and Illinois NER [18] to classify and recognized Malay Named Entity. Results for Precision, Recall and F-Measure were calculated based on the following formula;
The results are as reported in Tables IV, V , VI and VII. From the experiments, the Stanford NER had a high tendency to incorrectly tag <PERSON> followed by <MISC>, <LOC> and <ORG>. However, the Illinois NER tended to incorrectly tag <PERSON>, <MISC>, <ORG> and <LOC>. Stanford NER achieved a higher result for precision (39.66%) and Illinois NER attained a higher result for recall (37.19%). Based on the average F 1 results, the Stanford NER (36.55%) produced a much better result that the Illinois NER (35.24%) with lots of error. Both NER [18] , [20] tend to produce errors on classify <PERSON> and <MISC> for Malay Named Entity due to different morphology in English and Malay.
VI. CONCLUSION
Most Malay NERs are rule based, in order to improvise Named-Entity Recognition. Due to a lack of Malay tagged corpus, we tested 3,296 words from online newspapers using two established NERs from Stanford [20] and Illinois [18] . Based on the experiments, the Stanford NER showed higher results for F 1 and Precision. Both NERs showed low results for the Malay corpus and after investigation most error occur because of the different morphology between Malay and English language. In the future, we will study available NER and try to minimize the used of rules and remove gazette and dictionaries.
